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GENERAL
1.) What changes in an institutions’ developmental education policies and placements
should result from Rider 41 on Developmental education interventions in the FYs 20122013 Appropriation Bill?
Rider 41, page 111-50, HB 1, 82nd Legislature, regular session, reads: “It is the intent of the
Legislature that developmental education will be offered and conducted to address specific
student developmental needs by non-semester length developmental education interventions
rather than semester length developmental education coursework beginning September 1,
2012.”
The LBB has offered the following guidance on the meaning of this rider: when appropriate,
institutions should address students’ developmental education needs with targeted interventions
and other short, innovative approaches. For example, after conducting a course evaluation and
reviewing current developmental research practices, if an institution determines that a shorter
intervention will meet student needs as well or better than a semester-length class, then the
institution should offer the intervention rather than the class. Similarly, after assessing a
student using a diagnostic instrument or other relevant information, if an institution determines
that the student would be better served by a developmental education intervention or
interventions rather than a semester-length class, then the institution should place the student
in the intervention (s).
2.) Is there a "minimum standard" for availability of "Rider 59" DE options? We typically
offer only 1 regular section of DE Math, Reading, and Writing each semester. Adding
non-course-based and non-semester length courses creates a bit of a challenge to an
already very lean DE staff/budget. We have considered partnering with a community
college to offer the non-semester length and non-course-based options.
It is not mandatory to offer these new non-semester-length/non-course-based options at this
time. However, as of September 1, 2012, institutions must consider non-semester-length/noncourse-based interventions to determine if the interventions will address students' needs more
effectively than traditional developmental education courses as per Rider 41, of the General
Appropriations act of the 82nd Legislature (see Question 1, GENERAL).
3.) Any suggestions on how this can work in the high schools?
There is little applicability for high schools, as students in high school should be taking high
school courses rather than college developmental courses. THECB rules narrowly restrict state
funding for developmental education activities at high schools.
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4.) Who in the state has done this? Could we have names of institutions and faculty
that did this last semester?
The Coordinating Board will be collecting and evaluating information about non-semester-length
developmental education interventions and will provide examples of promising programs as
they are identified.
5.) I assume the institution is responsible for developing the curriculum for "student
success" non-course-based remediation. Correct?
Yes, based on the course parameters outlined in the ACGM. However, the Coordinating Board is
charged with developing learning outcomes for developmental education courses based on
established college and career readiness standards by the 2012-2013 academic year.
6.) Will a summer bridge program for graduating seniors who have been assessed in
high school and need DE but have not yet been enrolled in the institution (summer
before first Fall) be qualified for funding under Rider 59?
No, the student must be enrolled for the institution to be eligible for formula funding.
7.) Can we use ABE contact hours as an intervention?
No, you may not use ABE contact hours as an intervention.
8.) Offering a refresher course before the first week of school is a great idea. What is
the procedure for implementation? Will there be RFP's? Will Rider 59 also fund the
instructor or is that for the institution?
You may implement summer courses at your own discretion. There is no RFP process. Rider
59 will provide formula funding reimbursement, and the institutions may use those funds as
they see fit.
9.) Students that are really close to meeting TSI standards might be well served by a
Refresher Workshop - what is the definition of “really close?”
There is no specific definition. However, students who test close to the state TSI standard or
your institution's standard, students who successfully completed the course material in high
school but may have forgotten concepts over time, and students who are placed in your highest
level of developmental education might be considered for this type of intervention.
10.) Are there any institutions that have developed non-course-based instruction that
is working well?
Currently several Texas institutions are piloting innovative developmental education courses and
interventions. Information about these interventions is available through a SharePoint website
which can be accessed at LINK.
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FUNDING and REPORTING
1.) How is course-based remediation affected by Rider 59? Will standard coursebased remediation still be formula funded?
Course-based developmental education funding is not impacted by Rider 59, except as
explained in Question 1, GENERAL. Standard course-based developmental education will still be
formula funded. Institutions may submit for funding for traditional course-based developmental
education, non-semester-length (including non-course-based) developmental education, or
both.
2.) Is there any way that tutoring - perhaps mandatory for developmental education
students - could be considered for funding?
Tutoring models may only be considered if they meet the requirements for non-course-based
developmental education outlined in the Academic Course Guide Manual (ACGM). Tutoring,
labs, and other student support services that are connected to a traditional developmental
education class may not be funded.
3.) Are non-course-based and non-semester-length remediation interventions eligible
for financial aid?
Non-course-based and non-semester-length developmental education may be used as a partial
basis for receiving state financial aid. Students' time in these activities will be reported in an
SCH-equivalent format. Institutions are encouraged to consult federal guidelines regarding
federal financial aid policies.
4.) Please elaborate on opportunities for Rider 59 funding to serve developmental
education students through a reverse referral process from DE to the ABE learning
center on campus.
Rider 59 addresses developmental education interventions; it does not apply to ABE activities.
In order for the institution to receive state funding, students must be enrolled in the institution
and participating in an approved developmental education intervention.
5.) How is non-course-based developmental education reported for funding
purposes?
Non-semester-length/non-course-based developmental education interventions have been
eligible for formula funding since fall 2010. To be funded, interventions must meet the
requirements outlined in the Lower Division Academic Course Guide Manual (ACGM) on pages 7
and 149-151.
Although the ACGM is not a binding document for universities, universities that choose to offer
non-semester-length developmental education must meet the contact hour requirements in the
AGCM for these interventions, and must ensure that for each intervention student hours are
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logged and there is an instructor of record who can assist students upon request. These
requirements apply regardless of mode of delivery.
Instructions for reporting non-semester-length developmental education are provided in the
introductory sections of the CBM001, CBM0E1, CBM002, CBM004, and CBM00S reports in the
Coordinating Board’s CBM Reporting Manuals for Public Universities and Community, Technical,
and State Colleges. The ACGM and CBM Manuals can be found at
http://www.txhighereddata.org/ReportingManuals.cfm. Community colleges will report noncourse-based interventions to the Coordinating Board using the approval codes provided in the
ACGM and also on Item #22 on the CBM00S (student schedule report). Universities must also
report the interventions on the CBM00S (student schedule report), Item # 19, and report the
course with the appropriate CIP and funding code on the CBM003 (course inventory) report.
6.) Universities may not receive funding for developmental student success courses.
May four-year public institutions receive funding for developmental student success
interventions?
Currently, as per THECB policy (not rule), four-year institutions may receive formula funding for
developmental mathematics, reading, and writing courses but may not receive formula funding
for developmental student success courses (they may, however, receive funding for collegelevel learning frameworks courses). Rider 59, which applies to both two-year colleges and
universities, allows institutions to offer and receive state funding for non-semester-length and
non-course-based student success interventions as outlined in the ACGM manual.
Universities may report, for formula funding, the semester credit hours of students who have
not met their institution’s readiness standards for college-level work in math, reading, and/or
writing and who are enrolled in approved developmental student success interventions under
Rider 59. Individuals who do not meet admission standards but are enrolled in college-level
coursework do not meet these criteria if they are considered ready for college-level work in all
areas by the institution.
To report student success interventions for funding on the CBM004, universities should report
the class section using Texas CIP code 32.0101.01 (this CIP is in the process of being added to
the list of approved Texas CIPS). The funding code for this new CIP code will be 21. Only
students meeting the criteria in the above paragraph may be reported for funding.
Two-year institutions do not currently have restrictions on who can be funded in approved
student success interventions.
7.) Can contact hours with an individual student working in self-paced type courses be
carried over from one semester to the next for reporting? For example, the
student completed the requirements for one level of developmental education
math and began work on the next level but did not complete that second course in
the same semester. How would the hours for the second course be reported?
Yes, contact hours for an individual student in a self-paced course may be carried over from
one semester to the next for reporting. The second developmental education level course can
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be reported as a "flex" course that spans semesters. The CBM reporting manuals have specific
instructions for reporting flex courses.
8.) What is the rate of reimbursement per .25 versus 1.0 SCH for Universities?
Rates of reimbursement vary by discipline. However, a formula funding rate for a .25 hour
intervention will be the same as the rate for a 1.0 SCH developmental education course, with
the amount funded for the .25 hour intervention equal to 1/4 of the amount funded for the 1.0
hour course. At the present time, the funding rates for developmental education interventions
will be the same SCH rates as those allowed for traditional developmental education courses.
9.) Can a college receive formula funding for workshops (non-course-length) for which
the students are not paying tuition? The workshops may or may not be paired with
DevEd classes for which the students are paying tuition.
Yes, this is possible.
10.) What is the reimbursement rate per SCH for two-year institutions?
The reimbursement rate varies by discipline. Your institution’s finance officer should be able to
provide you with reimbursement rates for developmental education courses. The rate per SCH
will be the same for developmental education interventions.
11.) How can we report contact hours for summer refresher courses that happen
primarily online through software?
If the intervention meets the guidelines in the ACGM for non-semester-length (non-coursebased) developmental education you may report those hours. Students must be enrolled in your
institution to qualify.
12.) I'm not familiar with the CBM reports. For reporting, do we need to turn in
student names, etc? What information will be required concerning each student?
The information about non-semester-length and non-course-based activities will be reported to
the Coordinating Board by your institution's chief reporting official using the normal reporting
procedures. Please speak with your reporting staff regarding what will be required (Question 6
in this section provides details about reporting).
13.) Can we create multiple exits within an existing course? If so, how would these be
reported?
Yes, you may create multiple exits within an existing course. THECB reporting systems do not
allow an institution to be funded for a course which has different SCHs for different students. If
the SCHs for the course or intervention will be the same for all students, multiple entry and exit
may be used.
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In a situation where students earn different SCHs, setting up separate "interventions" as class
sections might be appropriate. Institutions may also consider broader grouping of students
based on diagnostic test results.
For example, if 15 students test into a modular intermediate algebra course that includes 12
modules and it is determined that five of the students only need a few modules, five students
need several modules, and five students need almost all or all of the course modules, three
class sections could be set up with the students above enrolled in a 1 SCH section, a 2 SCH
section, and a 3 SCH section, respectively.
An intervention for each of the 12 modules could also be created (if each module is at least 4
contact hours). If students entering a module-based class must complete all modules, then the
course could be reported with, for example, 3 SCH for all students, even if they enter and exit
the course at different times based on self-pacing.
Please contact your registrar to discuss how multiple entry and exit courses and all types of
interventions might be structured, as administrative and reporting elements may be
complicated. Also, if a non-traditional format is used, carefully consider if the activity should
be reported as a course or as an intervention (Item #22 CBM00S), since the CB is interested in
knowing when innovative practices are being implemented.
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TUITION and FEES
1.) Can you charge a fee for parking, housing, food and other auxiliary items related to
non-course-based interventions? What about a fee for such things as software licenses
for non-course-based work?
Yes, fees may be charged for non-semester-length developmental education interventions.
2.) Can you charge students for testing?
Yes.
3.) For clarification, receiving formula funding for interventions is applicable as long as
students are not paying for the intervention?
In the time since the webinar on non-semester-length developmental education was presented
(March 2011), legislation was passed which allows an institution to exempt students in nonsemester-length developmental education interventions from paying tuition for the
interventions, but does not require that the institution exempt them (see next question).
4.) What can students be charged for non-course-based remediation?
Legislation was recently passed which clarifies the tuition issue for non-semester-length
developmental education. HB 1244 allows that "the governing board of an institution of higher
education may exempt from the payment of tuition authorized by this chapter a student who is
participating in an approved on-semester-length developmental education intervention
(including course-based, non-course-based, alternative-entry/exit, and other intensive
developmental activities)." Institutions may charge but are not required to charge students for
non-semester-length developmental education activities. This legislation does NOT allow
institutions to exempt a student enrolled in non-semester-length interventions from the
payment of tuition for traditional developmental education or college-level courses.

TSI Related Questions
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1.) Is TSI is about to be replaced in the law by mastery level testing on the STAAR
(State of Texas Assessment or Academic readiness)? Do you see a future wherein
the funding is based on STAAR results?
The TSI program is still in statute and the STAAR End-of-Course (EOC) exams are referenced in
the TSI statute. The exit-level TAKS test is going to be phased out and replaced by EOC exams
established under House Bill 3, 81st Texas Legislature. The Commissioners of Education and
Higher Education are charged with setting a college readiness performance measure on the
Algebra II and English III EOC exams. This standard-setting is scheduled to occur sometime in
spring 2012. Students who meet the college readiness standard in the English III and Algebra II
EOC exams will be exempt from TSI requirements, cannot be retested, and are therefore
eligible to enroll in college-level coursework.
TSI testing will still be necessary for students who do not meet exemption standards on EOC
exams and for students from out-of-state high schools, private high schools, students from
home-schools, and adult students for whom the three year TAKS or yet to be established EOC
exemption limit has expired (it is anticipated that ACT and SAT exemptions will still be allowed,
although the standards may be adjusted to align with the TSI and EOC college-readiness
standards. By law, students who meet exemption standards on EOC will not be required to
enroll in developmental education of any kind (course-based or non-course-based)).
2.) May an institution offer non-semester-length/non-course-based remediation before
students take a TSI assessment test?
No. Determination that a student needs any type of developmental education must be based
on an assessment for TSI purposes or an assessment related to TSI exemption allowable under
CB Rules Chapter 4, Subchapter C, Section 4.54 - 4.57. If a student has not met exemption
standards, a test for TSI purposes must be administered.
3.) Is post-testing required for Rider 59 interventions and, if so, who pays for the
second TSI test at the end of the remediation?
Although some type of assessment is required for rider 59 interventions to determine if a
student has successfully completed the intervention, Rider 59 does not require retesting on a
test for TSI purposes. An institution may choose to use a TSI test for retesting, if appropriate.
Decisions about how retests are financed are up to the institution. For more information about
how formula funds are distributed and used at the local level, please check with an institutional
finance officer.
4.) Will students who do these interventions be required to re-test, or will institutions be
able to declare them as TSI complete in that area based upon their judgment?
Retesting is not required; however some type of evaluation to determine student readiness to
enroll in college-level courses in the related subject area should be incorporated into the
institution’s plan for using interventions.
Requirements
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1.) There has been a great emphasis for "acceleration" of DevEd to credit. Is non-coursebased remediation under Rider 59 appropriate for the students who place in the very
lowest DevEd class?
Much of the research on non-course-based developmental education is focused on students
who are close to meeting the standard for college readiness. However, Rider 59 does not
restrict activities to those students and there may be types of interventions that would be
successful for the lowest level groups. According to Rider 59, Institutions must evaluate the
effectiveness of interventions to ensure that students are being well-served.
2.) Are there requirements for transcriptions?
No. However, institutions should consider setting a standard policy with regard to transcription
of credit for interventions, following any guidelines from accrediting bodies and other
organizations that apply.
3.) Coordinating Board Staff have indicated that ESOL (English for Speakers of Other
Languages) is included in the 27 hour rule for community colleges. I was under the
impression that ESOL is exempt from the 27 hour rule. If we include ESOL, then 3-4
levels of ESOL could easily exceed the 27 hour rule.
ESOL hours are considered developmental education hours if they are reported for formula
funding. State funded ESOL semester credit hours (SCH), in conjunction with other
developmental education courses, may not exceed the 27 SCH per student limitation at
community colleges and the 18 SCH per student limitation at universities.
Developmental student success courses and interventions must also be included in the 27 SCH
per student limit at community colleges. Developmental student success interventions must be
included in the 18 SCH per student limit for universities if they are reported for formula funding
(see Question 7, FUNDING and REPORTING).

Course-Based vs. Designing DE Interventions
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1.) In terms of traditional vs. non-traditional, is a hybrid course, such as with social media,
non-course-based remediation (embedded in course or not in course)?
A hybrid course is a course, by definition. However, a hybrid course that does not fit the
definition of a traditional or compressed course (as measured in SCHs awarded) may qualify as
non-semester-length DE.
2.) Rider 59 cites non-course-based as just one option for non-semester-length
developmental education. Is a compressed course considered non-semester-length DE?
No, it is not. A course that fits the traditional model but is offered in a compressed time-frame
has always been reportable for formula funding (for example, a 3 SCH course offered in 8
weeks rather than 15 weeks). However, a 6 contact hour course that is a learning module
rather than a complete course might be considered a non-semester-length, course-based
intervention).
3.) Is there a specific set of course numbers we should use for these interventions so they
are identified as non-course-based vs. course-based?
The response to this question is different for universities than for community and technical
colleges.
Response for Public Universities:
No. Universities can use an existing course prefix and number in their course inventory or
create a new course with the appropriate developmental education CIP code using the CBM003.
Interventions are reported with the same CIP code that is used for developmental education
courses, with the exception of student success interventions. Success interventions need to be
added to a university’s course inventory using CIP code 32.0101.01 so that they will be funded.
(See Question 7, FUNDING and REPORTING).
Participation in a developmental education intervention is reported to the Coordinating Board on
the CBM00S on item # 19 (options ‘4’, ‘5’, and ‘6’ are reserved for non-semester-length/noncourse-based interventions). The information reported will be used to track student and
institutional participation in these interventions for research and evaluation purposes.
Response for Public Community and Technical Colleges:
No. Non-semester-length/non-course-based interventions do not have course numbers assigned
to them at the state level. However, unique approval codes are assigned in the ACGM. To
report developmental education interventions, give your local course prefix and number and the
appropriate approval code from the ACGM. The Coordinating Board will identify interventions
using CBM reporting items on the CBM00S (item #22) and CBM004 (item #11).The information
reported will be used to track student and institutional participation in these interventions for
research and evaluation purposes.
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4.) How well do students do in college-level courses after taking NCB remediation versus
taking a course based remediation?
It is too early to say. As your institution explores and adopts these options, please take the
necessary steps to evaluate student progress. The Coordinating Board will also be evaluating
the success of these interventions.
5.) Please clarify what type of activities are considered "Student Success".
A short description of student success courses/interventions is provided in the ACGM under nonsemester-length developmental education. Although the ACGM only applies to community
colleges, universities are asked to use the information about non-course-based developmental
education interventions provided in the ACGM as a guideline (See Questions 6 and 7, FUNDING
and REPORTING).

Paired Courses
1.) Is it possible to pair a non-course-based intervention with an introductory collegelevel course?
Yes, provided it is an approved intervention under Rider 59.
2.) Would an instructor-led study group or tutoring session be an example of a noncourse-based intervention? In other words, must the intervention have a
structured curriculum and be delivered in the sense of a "course".
No, there does not have to be a structured curriculum under Rider 59 to qualify.
3.) A program that places students in core courses paired with a college learning
theory/study skills course and mentoring with a faculty member - this program
does not seem to fit the formula funding. Correct? What form should the course
take?
There is nothing wrong with pairing college-level courses and learning theory/study skills
courses, and an institution could collect formula funding under such a model. Mentoring with a
faculty member may not be appropriate for funding under rider 59 unless it fits the specific
guidelines in the ACGM manual. See Question 7, FUNDING and REPORTING, for more
information about funding student success interventions at the university level.
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